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Challenge

To overcome the perception that IKEA is always the same, not surprising enough, 

offering nothing new to customers 

Objective

We want people to see IKEA is so different that you can find here products, 
solutions and ideas that fit many different people and many different homes

We want people to feel inspired about new ideas in Home Furnishing

We want people to visit both the IKEA stores and web site using the 
opportunity to buy online



UNEXPECTED IKEA



People have different tastes and preferences, get ideas from different 

sources, but one thing in common is that everybody wants home to be 

truly “his” or “hers”, to reflect the personality of the owner. 

And very often, even when you have a picture of your “dream house”, you 

are stuck looking for the place that can offer you everything, from 

inspiration to complete solutions, to make your dream come true

Insight



IKEA offers many ideas, products and solutions of 
different styles to 

satisfy the preferences and tastes of many different 
individualities, even the ones you never expected 
from IKEA 

IKEA role



ТАКОГО ДОМА ВЫ НЕ ВИДЕЛИ

CREATIVE IDEA



The Master and 
Margarita

The Wizard of Oz The Snow Queen The Great Gatsby Human Comedy

We create 5 interiors inspired by texts in 5 legendary 
books by different authors from different  epochs and 
literature styles.  

Now matter how extravagant your idea is – IKEA is there 
to help your dream come true.

CREATIVE IDEA



F.S. Fitzgerald
The Great Gatsby



M.A. Bulgakov
The Master and Margarita



Honoré de Balzac
Human comedy



L.F.Baum. 
The Wizard of Oz



Hans Christian Andersen
The Snow Queen



IKEA Website



360 Youtube video



360 Youtube video



“Behind the scenes” expert videos



IKEA product hotspots 



Product integration in texts



Promotion channels

Owned media – IKEA.ru website, social groups

Display digital media

Bloggers 

PR / digital PR 

TV campaign

Outdoor 

Radio 

Offline installations in MEGA malls



Display & paid social media



YAN TOPLES ELLI DI OLGA MEDYNICH RUSLAN USACHEV

0,3M0,6M1.6M 2,1M21,5k0,1M0,2M1,4M
0,2M0,4M1,4M

Bloggers



274 000571 0001 600 000

Elli Di 

More than 600k views in first day

Bloggers



2 100 00021 551

Olga Medynich

Over 500k views in first day

Bloggers



1,5 млн

Galina Bob

Over 230k views in first day

Bloggers



Offline: installations in MEGA malls



Offline: installations in MEGA malls



Offline: VR stations in MEGA malls



Offline: VR stations in MEGA malls



CURRENT RESULTS 

1,5 mln visits to IKEA Live Books section (since Sept 8)

23% organic traffic 

26% social media traffic 

Time on site: 3:30 (vs 2:30 benchmark) 
500K video views: (1/3 of visitors view 360 videos)
7.5 product views per visit: (vs 5.3 in general for IKEA.ru)

188 e-orders on IKEA.ru via Live Books 

157+ press publications (after PR event) 

5,4m reach in social media, over 600 comments

48K offline photos, 45K VR interactions, 42K extra store visits



TAKEOUTS

BRAND EXPERIENCE: 
dare to surprise!

CROSS MEDIA STORYTELLING: 
leverage the idea in multiple channels 

PRODUCT INTEGRATION:
show how your products can make dreams a reality 



Expect the 
unexpected…



Questions? 



THANKS!

Alexander Ovechkin
Digital Manager, IKEA Russia


